Case Study
How Relationship Arrogance
Almost Cost
SERVPRO $500,000
When meeting people for the first time, it’s natural to quickly decide if
they are a prospect for what you sell. Dave Hawk, Marketing Manager
for SERVPRO, used to do this. Then he joined Corporate Alliance and
learned about relationship arrogance. Relationship arrogance is prioritizing relationships based on a forecasted return on investment.

“Corporate Alliance
really helps you get
past the gatekeepers.”

Dave overcame his relationship
arrogance and now sees each
individual as just someone he
needs to know - especially after
one meeting brought over
$500,000 in new business.

~ Dave Hawk

This particular meeting began
like any other: Dave sat around a table with seven other individuals.
Corporate Alliance stresses a ‘learn, serve, grow’ culture. Dave knew
for the next hour he was going to learn about these specific people,
and how he could serve them, in order to grow relationships.
One of the men happened to be a member from Salt Lake City. The
man sold health insurance – and wasn’t a prospect for SERVPRO.
Dave and the man connected while sharing personal stories. Dave
said, “He and I bonded over the fact that we both loved the Denver
Broncos. Then he asked what he could do for me. I responded that I
would like an introduction to someone in the commercial division of
his company.”
A few weeks later, Dave met with three men from the commercial
division. After the meeting, Dave continued to stay in touch. He
understands people need to feel comfortable with him and
SERVPRO before becoming customers. One of those men called
Dave several months later and hired SERVPRO.

Customer Profile
COMPANY:
SERVPRO of St George

FACILITY:
16,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art
building; includes 3,000 sq. feet
packout space, with climate
control, inventory maintenance,
and security cameras.
INDUSTRY:
Restoration
WEBSITE:
www.SERVPROstgeorge.com

BUSINESS NEED:
Improve trust and credibility in
the community. Also increase
business by developing
relationships with key people
who need services on a regular
basis or who are first responders to building disasters.
SOLUTION:
Be active in Corporate
Alliance. Use the principles of
Learn, Serve, Grow and Avoid
Relationship Arrogance.
Follow Up by helping others.
RESULTS:

Over $500,000 from
one new client met at
Corporate Alliance.

Case Study
SERVPRO’s Salt Lake office now maintains this client on a consistent basis.
They’ve developed such a solid relationship that the client recently told a
competitor, “I will never use anyone else.” This particular contact has generated over half a million dollars in new sales - all because Dave
attended a meeting and put aside relationship arrogance.
GROWING THROUGH RELATIONSHIPS
When asked about Corporate Alliance, Kevin Tatom, co-owner of
SERVPRO, commented that Corporate Alliance is set up to help
people feel comfortable with each other. He said, “Corporate Alliance
is a way to make your guard drop.”
Kevin and Dave both feel marketing is about relationships and helping
other people. They’re not looking for a complete return on investment
(L) Kevin Tatom, (R) Dave Hawk
immediately, but instead take a long-term approach. They’ve discovered Corporate Alliance lets them know more people, which gives them a distinct advantage.
“Corporate Alliance has exceeded my expectations,” Kevin said. “You learn something personal about people
and then you connect with them.”
DEVELOPING CREDIBILITY
Corporate Alliance has also been a way for SERVPRO to gain credibility
in the community. Most people perceive SERVPRO as a disaster cleanup
company. They don’t know SERVPRO also offers carpet cleaning, air
duct sanitizing, and dryer vent sweeping.
When Dave attends a Corporate Alliance meeting, he makes it a point to
discuss some of these lesser-known services – which opens the door for
smaller jobs and gains trust leading to larger jobs.

“Corporate

Alliance

has

exceeded my expectations.
You learn something personal
about people and then you
connect with them.”

~ Kevin Tatom

“Corporate Alliance really helps you get past gate keepers,” Dave said. “You’re building relationships directly
with the people you need to be with.”
Dave and Kevin’s participation in Corporate Alliance has been directly responsible for some six-figure jobs.
When people ask Kevin if he thinks Dave goes to too many meetings, Kevin replies “Not at all. That’s where
we’ve made all our money.”
Kevin and Dave understand that you can go to 30 meetings and not meet the right person – and at that 31st
meeting you might meet the person who gives you access to the right person.
Dave said, “I think I’ve always had a knack for networking, but Corporate Alliance is networking on steroids.
And one of the best tools I’ve learned has been avoiding relationship arrogance.”
Want to know more?
To find out how Corporate Alliance can help your business call us at
435.256.6225 or visit www.knoweveryone.com

1487 S. Silicon Way A-7, St. George UT 84770
www.knoweveryone.com
435.256.6225
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